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The Dicke model describing an ensemble of two-state atoms interacting with a single quantized mode of the
electromagnetic field with omission of the Aˆ 2 term exhibits a zero-temperature phase transition at a critical
value of the dipole coupling strength. We propose a scheme based on multilevel atoms and cavity-mediated
Raman transitions to realize an effective Dicke model operating in the phase transition regime. Optical light
from the cavity carries signatures of the critical behavior, which is analyzed for the thermodynamic limit where
the number of atoms is very large.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The interaction of an ensemble of N two-level atoms with
a single mode of the electromagnetic field is a classic prob-
lem in quantum optics and continues to provide a fascinating
avenue of research in a variety of contexts. The simplest
model of this interaction is provided by the Dicke Hamil-
tonian 1, which takes the form =1
Hˆ = aˆ†aˆ + 0Jˆz +

N
aˆ† + aˆJˆ+ + Jˆ− , 1
where 0 is the frequency splitting between the atomic lev-
els,  is the frequency of the field mode, and  is the dipole
coupling strength. The boson operators aˆ , aˆ† are annihila-
tion and creation operators for the field, and Jˆ± ,Jˆz are col-
lective atomic operators satisfying angular momentum com-
mutation relations
Jˆ+,Jˆ− = 2Jˆz, Jˆ±,Jˆz =  Jˆ±. 2
Contained within the possible solutions to this model are a
number of significant and topical phenomena, including: i
A zero-temperature phase transition in the thermodynamic
limit, N→, occurring at the critical coupling strength c
=0 /2 for larger than the critical coupling, the system
enters a superradiant phase 2–9; ii an associated change
in level statistics, indicating a change from “quasi-
integrable” to “quantum chaotic” behavior 8,9; and iii
critical behavior of the atom-field entanglement, which di-
verges at the critical point for N→ 10–13. It follows that
the Dicke model offers a potential setting for investigations
of quantum critical behavior, quantum chaos, and quantum
entanglement.
Practical realization of a system exhibiting the mentioned
phenomena presents something of a problem, however, in
that, in familiar quantum-optical systems, the frequencies 
and 0 typically exceed the dipole coupling strength by
many orders of magnitude. This means that the counterrotat-
ing terms, aˆ†Jˆ+ and aˆJˆ− in Eq. 1, have very little effect on
the dynamics; indeed, they are usually neglected in the so-
called rotating-wave approximation. Furthermore, dissipa-
tion due to atomic spontaneous emission and cavity loss is
usually unavoidable, significantly altering the pure Hamil-
tonian evolution. Hence, it remains as a challenge to provide
a practical physical system which might exhibit the interest-
ing behavior associated with the idealized Dicke model.
We propose such a physical system in this paper. We sug-
gest a scheme based on interactions in cavity quantum elec-
trodynamics cavity QED, which realizes an effective Dicke
Hamiltonian 1 with parameters 0 that are adjust-
able and can, in principle, far exceed all dissipation rates.
Our scheme uses cavity-plus-laser–mediated Raman transi-
tions between a pair of stable atomic ground states, thereby
avoiding spontaneous emission. It may be seen as an exten-
sion of the schemes for superradiant or cooperative Raman
scattering studied extensively in the 1980’s 14–23.
Although cavity loss cannot be avoided in a similar fash-
ion to spontaneous emission, it should be possible to achieve
cavity QED conditions in which the dissipation rate from the
cavity mode is much less than the parameters of the Dicke
model. In fact, the presence of cavity loss constitutes an im-
portant and essential aspect of the work presented here: out-
put light from the cavity provides a readily measurable signal
from which an experimenter can learn, rather directly, about
the properties of the system. In particular, various spectral
measurements made on the output light clearly reveal the
critical behavior of the Dicke model as the coupling param-
eter is changed.
A further point of fundamental importance must be made.
As noted, our proposal realizes the Dicke model through an
effective Hamiltonian in an open system dynamics, including
external driving and cavity loss. There is no claim in this that
a closed system of radiation and atoms exhibits a thermal
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equilibrium phase transition in the sense of Hepp and Lieb
2,3. Indeed, it was shown many years ago 24 and in a
series of extensions of the original work 25–28 that no
phase transition exists when the omitted Aˆ 2 term from the
minimal-coupling Hamiltonian is included. Such fragility to
the Aˆ 2 term is not a concern for our proposal, though, as the
physical system considered is no more sensitive to its omis-
sion than any of the similar cavity QED systems studied in
recent years. Essentially, we replace a fragile thermal equi-
librium phase transition with a robust dynamical nonequi-
librium phase transition. Of course, survival of the equilib-
rium transition is possible for a system of genuine spins
interacting with radiation 25. Also an antiferroelectric tran-
sition of an uninverted equilibrium gas has been proposed
29.
A simple observation demonstrates the fundamental dif-
ference between the closed system governed by Hamiltonian
1 and its proposed open-system realization. As mentioned,
the latter produces a continuous output photon flux, some-
thing that is forbidden for the Dicke Hamiltonian in its fun-
damental form. In the open-system context, however, with
external driving fields as described below, output photons are
a permitted and elementary consequence of cavity-mediated
Raman scattering. In short, the partition function analysis of
Refs. 24–26 does not apply to our nonequilibrium realiza-
tion of the Dicke phase transition.
We begin in Sec. II with a description of the proposed
scheme for realizing the Dicke model in an optical cavity
QED system. In Sec. III, we briefly discuss a possible ex-
perimental scenario involving atoms confined within a ring
cavity and establish parameter values for use in the numeri-
cal calculations. Our theoretical study of the dissipative
Dicke model in the thermodynamic limit is presented in Sec.
IV. It is based on a linearized analysis in the Holstein-
Primakoff representation of the collective atomic spin and
the input-output theory of open quantum-optical systems. We
present results for the cavity fluorescence spectrum, the
probe transmission spectrum, and the spectra of quadrature
fluctuations, i.e., homodyne or squeezing spectra. These
spectra vividly illustrate the changing nature of the system
through the critical region of the phase transition. We also
describe a means of computing variance-based measures of
atom-field entanglement from homodyne spectra of the cav-
ity output field. We finish in Sec. V with the conclusion and
a discussion of possible further investigations.
II. PROPOSED REALIZATION: BALANCED RAMAN
CHANNELS
We consider an ensemble of N atoms coupled simulta-
neously to the quantized field of an optical cavity mode and
the classical field of a pair of lasers. All fields are copropa-
gating in the x direction TEM00 traveling waves, with beam
waists sufficiently broad compared to the atomic ensemble
that uniform atom-field coupling strengths may be assumed.
Each atom has two stable ground states, 	0
 and 	1
, which
are coupled through a pair of Raman channels, as shown in
Fig. 1; specifically, the lasers drive ground-to-excited-state
transitions 	1
↔ 	r
 and 	0
↔ 	s
 with Rabi frequencies r
and s, respectively, whereas the cavity mode mediates the
	r
↔ 	0
 and 	s
↔ 	1
 transitions, with dipole coupling
strengths gr and gs. The detunings from the excited states are
r and s, as shown on the figure.
With the inclusion of spontaneous emission and cavity
loss, the master equation for the system density operator,
sys, is written as
˙sys = − iHˆ sys,sys + Lcavsys + Lsponsys, 3
where Hˆ sys is a sum of Hamiltonians
Hˆ cav = cavaˆ†aˆ , 4a
for the cavity oscillator,
Hˆ at = 
j=1
N r	rj
rj	 + s	sj
sj	 + 1	1 j
1 j	 + r2 e−ilrt	rj

	1 j	eikrxj + s2 e−ilst	sj
0 j	eiksxj + H.c. , 4b
for the driven atoms H.c. denotes the Hermitian conjugate,
and
Hˆ int = 
j=1
N
gr	rj
0 j	aˆ + gs	sj
1 j	aˆeikxj + H.c. , 4c
for the atom-cavity interaction, where r, s, and 1 are
atomic frequencies see Fig. 1, lr and ls are the laser
frequencies, and xj locates the jth atom in the traveling
FIG. 1. Atomic level scheme. Excited states have energies  j
j=r ,s. Such a scheme might be realized, e.g., by alkali atoms,
with 	0
 and 	1
 as different ground-state sublevels. Note that 	r
 and
	s
 may be the same level, provided that the Raman channels remain
distinct which requires 10.
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waves, which have wave numbers kr, ks, and k where kr
ksk. Cavity loss is included through the Lindblad term
Lcavsys = 
2aˆsysaˆ† − aˆ†aˆsys − sysaˆ†aˆ , 5
and spontaneous emission through the second Lindblad term
Lsponsys.
From this full master equation, a simplified equation is
derived by neglecting spontaneous emission and adiabati-
cally eliminating the atomic excited states. We first transform
to the interaction picture, introducing the unitary transforma-
tion Uˆ t=exp−iHˆ 0t, with
Hˆ 0 = ls − 1aˆ
†aˆ + 
j=1
N
lr + 1	rj
rj	 + ls	sj
sj	
+ 1	1 j
1 j	 , 6
where 1 is a frequency close to 1, satisfying
ls − lr = 21. 7
Then, assuming large detunings of the fields from the excited
states,
	r,s	r,s,gr,s,
,cav, , 8
where  is the excited state linewidth and
r = r − lr + 1, s = s − ls, 9
cav = cav − ls − 1 , 10
we make the adiabatic elimination and neglect constant en-
ergy terms to arrive at the simplified master equation for the
collective coupling of the ground states 	0
 and 	1
,
˙ = − iHˆ , + Lcav , 11
with
Hˆ = aˆ†aˆ + 0Jˆz + aˆ†aˆJˆz +
r
N
aˆJˆ+ + aˆ†Jˆ− +
s
N
aˆ†Jˆ+
+ aˆJˆ
−
 , 12
where
Jˆ+  
j=1
N
	1 j
0 j	, Jˆ−  
j=1
N
	0 j
1 j	 , 13a
Jˆz 
1
2j=1
N
	1 j
1 j	 − 	0 j
0 j	 13b
are collective atomic operators satisfying commutation rela-
tions 2, and the remaining parameters of the model are
defined by
 =
1
2
N gr2
r
+
gs
2
s
 + cav, 14a
0 =
1
4r
2
r
−
s
2
s
 + 1 − 1 , 14b
 =
gr
2
r
−
gs
2
s
, 14c
r =
1
2
Ngrr
r
, 14d
s =
1
2
Ngss
s
. 14e
With these parameters chosen such that
gr
2
r
=
gs
2
s
,
grr
r
=
gss
s
, 15
Hˆ is put into the form of the Dicke Hamiltonian 1,
Hˆ = aˆ†aˆ + 0Jˆz +

N
aˆ + aˆ†Jˆ+ + Jˆ− , 16
with
 =
Ngr
2
r
+ cav, 17a
0 = 1 − 1, 17b
 =
1
2
Ngrr
r
. 17c
Hence, we arrive at a realization of the Dicke model with
parameters that can be controlled through the laser frequen-
cies and intensities and where the characteristic energy scales
are no longer those of optical photons and dipole coupling
but those associated with light shifts and Raman transition
rates.
III. POTENTIAL EXPERIMENTAL SCHEME
Before proceeding with our theoretical analysis, we pause
briefly to outline a possible experimental implementation of
the proposed model. We imagine the ensemble of atoms con-
fined inside a ring cavity where it interacts with the quan-
tized cavity mode field operator aˆ as shown in Fig. 2a.
The cavity mode copropagates with the two laser fields Rabi
frequencies r and s through the ensemble, as indicated in
the figure by the dashed line. Quantized inputs and outputs
are assumed significant through one cavity mirror only—
field operators aˆin and aˆout in Fig. 2.
The atomic excitation scheme might be based on an F
=1↔F=1 transition, as occurs, for example, in 87Rb. Such
a scheme differs slightly from that of Fig. 1 and is illustrated
in Fig. 2b. The cavity mode is linearly polarized along an
axis perpendicular to an applied magnetic field of strength B.
The magnetic field splits the mF= ±1 sublevels of the F=1
ground state, allowing for the excitation of the distinct Ra-
man channels shown 30.
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Parameter values gr /250 kHz, 
 /220 kHz, and
N106 appear to be practical 31,32; thus, with the choice
r /r=0.005, one finds an effective coupling strength
 /2= 12Ngrr /2r125 kHz. This is significantly
larger than the decay rate 
, placing the system firmly in a
regime where the Hamiltonian dynamics can be expected to
dominate. Note further that, for these parameters, the spon-
taneous emission rate due to off-resonant excitation of the
atomic excited states is estimated at 14  /2r /r2
40 Hz, where  /2=6 MHz has been assumed. Finally,
the condition 0 can be achieved with appropriate
choices of the laser and cavity mode frequencies, and
ground-state level shifts of the order of 2	10–15 MHz
100 would satisfy the requirement for distinct Raman
channels.
The above set of parameters provides just one example of
the possibilities, and a wide variety of parameter combina-
tions satisfy the requirements of our model. In what follows
we concentrate in large part, for numerical investigations, on
the set of normalized parameters  ,0 ,
= 1,1 ,0.2.
This choice serves to highlight the main physical features of
the model proposed.
IV. ANALYSIS IN THE THERMODYNAMIC LIMIT
We aim to make a theoretical analysis of the Dicke-model
quantum phase transition in the thermodynamic limit, i.e.,
for N1. Our starting point is a semiclassical analysis of the
steady state and its bifurcations, to which a linearized treat-
ment of quantum fluctuations is added using the Holstein-
Primakov representation and the input-output theory of open
quantum systems.
A. Semiclassical steady states
Introducing the c-number variables
 aˆ
,  Jˆ
−

, w  Jˆz
 , 18
where  and  are the complex field and atomic polarization
amplitudes, respectively, and w is the real population inver-
sion, we examine the semiclassical equations of motion
˙ = − 
 + i − i

N
 + * , 19a
˙ = − i0 + 2i

N
 + *w , 19b
w˙ = i

N
 + * − * . 19c
These follow from master equation 11, with Hamiltonian
16 and cavity damping 5, by neglecting quantum fluctua-
tions and imposing the factorization
aˆ + aˆ†Jˆz
 → aˆ + aˆ†
Jˆz
 ,
aˆ + aˆ†Jˆ
−
− Jˆ+
 → aˆ + aˆ†
Jˆ− − Jˆ+
 .
The semiclassical equations conserve the magnitude of
pseudoangular momentum,
w2 + 		2 =
N2
4
. 20
We use this conservation law and solve Eqs. 19a–19c for
the steady states, where a critical value of the coupling
strength occurs at
 = c 
1
2
0


2 + 2 . 21
For c, there are two steady states,
ss = ss = 0, wss =
±N
2
, 22
where the states with negative and positive inversion are dy-
namically stable and unstable, respectively. Both states be-
FIG. 2. a Ring cavity configuration for implementing the pro-
posed realization of the Dicke model. Quantized input and output
fields are denoted by aˆin and aˆout, respectively. b Possible atomic
excitation scheme based on an F=1↔F=1 atomic transition and a
linearly polarized cavity field aˆ. Note that the magnetic field split-
tings of the Zeeman sublevels are not drawn to scale; the detunings
of the optical fields from the excited atomic states are much larger
than the ground-state splittings i.e., 	r,s	 	B	.
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come unstable for c, where the new stable steady states
are
ss = ± N

 − i

1 − c4
4
, 23a
ss = 
N
2
1 − c4
4
, 23b
wss = −
N
2
c
2
2
. 23c
These quantities are plotted as a function of the coupling
strength in Fig. 3. Note the bifurcation to states of finite
amplitude and inversion at =c. This is the Dicke-model
quantum phase transition 2–9 as encountered, without fluc-
tuations, in the thermodynamic limit.
B. Linearized treament of quantum fluctuations in the
Holstein-Primakoff representation
In the thermodynamic limit, N1, the quantum fluctua-
tions are small and may be treated in a linearized approach.
We follow Emary and Brandes 8–11 and make use of the
Holstein-Primakoff representation of angular momentum op-
erators 33,34. Collective atomic operators Jˆ+, Jˆ−, and Jˆz are
expressed in terms of annihilation and creation operators, bˆ
and bˆ†, of a single bosonic mode
Jˆ+ = bˆ†N − bˆ†bˆ , Jˆ− = Jˆ+† , 24a
Jˆz = bˆ†bˆ −
N
2
, 24b
from which, using bˆ ,bˆ†=1, the angular momentum com-
mutation relations 2 are recovered. Substituting these ex-
pressions into the Dicke Hamiltonian, we expand the result-
ing expression under the assumption N1. The goal is to
achieve a linearization about the semiclassical amplitudes
derived above; one must therefore distinguish between the
so-called normal c and superradiant c phases
before the expansion is made.
1. Normal phase „c…
The semiclassical amplitudes ss and ss are zero and the
expansion is made directly on the operators as they appear in
Eqs. 24a and 24b. This yields the master equation
˙ = − iHˆ 1, + Lcav , 25
with the Hamiltonian governing fluctuations omitting con-
stant terms
Hˆ 1 = aˆ†aˆ + 0bˆ†bˆ + aˆ† + aˆbˆ† + bˆ  . 26
2. Superradiant phase „c…
The semiclassical amplitudes ss and ss are nonzero, and
the expansion of the Hamiltonian is preceded by making
coherent displacements of aˆ and bˆ , as both bosonic modes
are macroscopically excited. Specifically, defining
˜ =
c
2
2
 1, 27
we make transformations
aˆ → cˆ + ss, bˆ → dˆ +
ss
N2 1 + ˜
, 28
where ss and ss are given in Eqs. 23a and 23b, and cˆ
and dˆ describe quantum fluctuations about the semiclassical
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N
FIG. 3. Steady-state field amplitude ss, po-
larization amplitude ss, and atomic inversion
wss, plotted as a function of the coupling strength
, for =0=1 and 
=0.2. Only stable steady
states are shown.
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steady state. We then proceed with the expansion to obtain
the master equation
˙ = − iHˆ 2, + Lcav  , 29
with the Hamiltonian governing fluctuations omitting
constant terms
Hˆ 2 = cˆ†cˆ +
0
2˜
1 + ˜dˆ†dˆ +
01 − ˜3 + ˜
8˜1 + ˜
dˆ + dˆ†2
+ ˜ 2
1 + ˜
cˆ† + cˆdˆ† + dˆ  30
and
Lcav  = 
2cˆcˆ† − cˆ†cˆ − cˆ†cˆ . 31
3. Eigenvalue analysis
The quadratic Hamiltonians and dissipative Lindblad
terms above lead to linear equations of motion for the expec-
tation values of cˆ and dˆ . We write
v˙ = Mv , 32
where M is a constant matrix and
v cˆ
,cˆ†
,dˆ 
,dˆ†
T. 33
The eigenvalues of M are plotted as a function of coupling
strength in Fig. 4 for =0=1 and 
=0.2, with the four
eigenvalues grouped into pairs, one pair associated with the
“photonic” branch and the other with the “atomic” branch;
the branches are defined by the →0 limit of the corre-
sponding eigenstates or, in fact, the → limit 8,9. Note
that with the nonzero cavity damping, there are two coupling
strengths of significance in addition to c; for =0, they are
  c −

2
80
2 ,   c +

2
160
, 34
with c. As → − and → + the imaginary
parts of the eigenvalues on the photonic branch go to zero,
respectively, as − from below and − from above.
They remain zero in the interval . In correspon-
dence, the real parts of the eigenvalues split, with the real
part of one eigenvalue going to zero at the critical coupling
strength c.
To complement the figure, in the range 0
 /2, the
eigenvalues are given by with =0
ph
±
=
− 

2
± i02 − 
24 ±  , 35a
at
±
=
− 

2
± i02 − 
24  , 35b
with
 = 0242 − 
2 , 36
where both upper or lower signs are to be taken, whereas for

 /2c,
ph
±
=
− 

2
± i02 − 
24 −  , 37a
at
±
= −


2
± i02 − 
24 +  . 37b
Thus, we see that ph
− →0, ph+ →−
, and at± →
−
 /2± i202−
2 /4 as the critical coupling is approached.
Above the critical point, similarly simple expressions can-
not be found. We note, however, that for  the photonic
branch eigenvalues take on nonzero imaginary parts once
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FIG. 4. Imaginary parts upper row and real
parts lower row of the eigenvalues in the linear-
ized Holstein-Primakoff representation as a func-
tion of the coupling strength ; for =0=1 and

=0.2. Solid dashed lines correspond to the
photonic atomic branch. The right-hand column
magnifies the view around the transition at 
=c=0.5099; note the splitting convergence at
0.5050 and 0.5124.
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again, and for large  approach −
± i0. The atomic branch
eigenvalues approach ±i0 / ˜, with a rapidly decreasing real
part that scales like ˜4= c /8.
C. Quantum Langevin equations and input-output theory
The equations of motion of the previous sections concern
the “internal” dynamics of the atom-cavity system. To probe
this dynamics, we consider measurements on the light leav-
ing the system through the cavity output mirror. We make
use of the standard input-output theory of open quantum-
optical systems 35–38, which is nicely formulated in terms
of quantum Langevin equations for system operators: for 
c,
aˆ˙ = − iaˆ,Hˆ 1 − 
aˆ + 2
aˆint , 38a
bˆ˙ = − ibˆ ,Hˆ 1 , 38b
plus the adjoint equations, whereas for c,
cˆ˙ = − icˆ,Hˆ 2 − 
cˆ + 2
aˆint , 39a
dˆ˙ = − idˆ ,Hˆ 2 , 39b
plus the adjoint equations. The operator aˆint describes the
quantum noise injected at the cavity input Fig. 2 and satis-
fies the commutation relation
aˆint, aˆin
† t = t − t . 40
In addition, for vacuum or coherent state inputs, one has the
correlations
aˆint, aˆin
† t
 = t − t , 41a
aˆin
† t, aˆint
 = aˆint, aˆint
 = 0, 41b
where Aˆ ,Bˆ 
Aˆ Bˆ 
− Aˆ 
Bˆ 
. The cavity output field, aˆoutt,
is given in terms of the intracavity and cavity input fields as
aˆoutt = 2
aˆt − aˆint , 42
from which one calculates the output field correlation func-
tions and spectra.
The quantum Langevin equations are linear operator
equations. For the purpose of computing spectra, they are
conveniently solved in frequency space by introducing the
Fourier transforms
O˜  = 12
−

eitOˆ tdt , 43a
O˜ †−  = 12
−

eitOˆ †tdt , 43b
where Oˆ denotes any one of the operators aˆ, bˆ , cˆ, dˆ , or aˆin. In
the resonant case, 0=, the solutions are: for c,
a˜ = 2
 
 − i + 0
2
− 0
2 − 2i02a˜in − 2i02a˜in
† − 

 − i − 0
 − i + 02 − 0
2 + 40
22
, 44a
b˜ =

 − 0
a˜ + a˜†−  , 44b
and for c,
c˜ = 2
 
 − i + 0
2
− 0
2/˜2 − 2i02˜a˜in − 2i02˜a˜in
† − 

 − i − 0
 − i + 02 − 0
2/˜2 + 40
22˜
, 45a
d˜ =
˜2/1 + ˜
 − 01 + ˜/2˜
c˜ + c˜†−  . 45b
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D. Entanglement of the atoms and field
Quantum fluctuations in the linearized treatment are
Gaussian, and the solutions to the quantum Langevin equa-
tions can be used to compute their covariances in the steady
state. For example, the mean intracavity photon number for
c is given by
aˆ†aˆ
ss =
1
2
−
 
−

aˆ†aˆ
dd, 46
where we need the frequency-space equivalents of the input
correlations 41a and 41b, i.e.,
a˜in, a˜in
† 
 =  −  , 47a
a˜in
† , a˜in
 = a˜in, a˜in
 = 0. 47b
The computed output photon flux from the cavity, 2
aˆ†aˆ
ss,
is plotted for several different values of 
 in Fig. 5, illustrat-
ing a “smoothing out” of the transition with increasing cavity
linewidth. The mean excitation of the atomic mode, bˆ†bˆ 
ss,
shows similar behavior.
Of particular interest is the behavior of the bipartite quan-
tum entanglement in the vicinity of the critical point
10–12,39–44. The cavity and atomic modes are natural
choices for the entangled subsystems, and given that their
fluctuations are described by a Gaussian continuous variable
state, the criterion for inseparability can be formulated in
terms of the variances of appropriate subsystem operators. In
particular, we define the quadrature operators
Xˆ a

=
1
2 aˆe
−i + aˆ†ei , 48a
Xˆ b

=
1
2 bˆe
−i + bˆ†ei , 48b
with adjustable phases  and , and introduce the EPR
Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen operators
uˆ = Xˆ a
 + Xˆ b

, vˆ = Xˆ a
+/2
− Xˆ b
+/2
. 49
Then, a sufficient condition for the inseparability of the state
below the critical point is any  and  45
uˆ2
 + vˆ2
 1. 50
Alternatively, a stronger condition may be given in the modi-
fied form 46
uˆ2
vˆ2
 14 . 51
Above the critical point, similar definitions and conditions
based on operators cˆ and dˆ hold. Here, the EPR variance is
associated with a quantum state “localized” about one of the
two possible semiclassical steady states 23a–23c; within
our linearized treatment, transitions between these states are
ignored.
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FIG. 5. Output photon flux as a function of coupling strength;
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FIG. 7. Incoherent part of the cavity fluorescence spectrum S
for various values of coupling strength ; for =0=1 and 

=0.2 c0.51.
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The sum of EPR operator variances—inequality 50—is
plotted as a function of the coupling strength in Fig. 6. It
approaches a cusplike minimum at the critical coupling
strength; thus, the entanglement here is maximum. The vari-
ance product—inequality 51—exhibits similar behavior.
These variances are measurable quantities. They offer a
means of tracking entanglement across the phase transition.
In fact, as we show in Sec. IV E 4, variance-based entangle-
ment measures can, under appropriate conditions, be de-
duced from measurements on the cavity output field alone.
E. Spectra of the cavity output field
Cavity output field spectra can be computed from the so-
lutions to the Langevin equations 44a and 45a, the corre-
lations 47a and 47b, and the input-output relations
a˜out = 2
a˜ − a˜in , 52
c, and
a˜out = 2
c˜ + 2ss − a˜in , 53
c. We consider three standard spectra: i the fluores-
cence or power spectrum, which is proportional to the
probability of detecting a photon of frequency  at the cavity
output; ii the probe transmission spectrum, the transmitted
intensity as a function of frequency of a weak probe field
applied at the cavity input; and iii homodyne spectra,
which measure the quantum noise variances of output field
quadrature amplitudes.
1. Fluorescence spectrum
The fluorescence spectrum consists of a coherent part,
representing the mean excitation of the intracavity field, the
semiclassical solution ss, and an incoherent part that ac-
counts for the quantum fluctuations. The latter is defined by
a˜out
† , a˜out
 = S −  . 54
It can also be expressed in terms of the steady-state autocor-
relation function of the intracavity field, with
S1 = 
−

e−iaˆ†, aˆ0
ssd , 55
c, and
S2 = 
−

e−icˆ†, cˆ0
ssd , 56
c. Making use of solutions 44a and 45a for a˜ and
c˜, and the input correlations 47a and 47b, one finds
S1,2 =  4
02˜1,2

 − i − 0
 − i + 02 − 0
2/˜1,22 + 40
22˜1,2
2, 57
with the definitions
˜1 = 1, ˜2 = c
2/2. 58
Sample spectra S1,2 are plotted in Fig. 7. The posi-
tions and widths of the spectral peaks are determined by the
eigenvalues of the linearized dynamics discussed in Sec.
IV B 3. Thus, below the critical point, the spectrum shows
central and outer doublets associated with the photonic and
atomic branch eigenvalues, respectively. The peaks of the
photonic branch doublet merge as →c, forming a single
narrow peak at =0; within the linearized treatment the in-
tensity under this peak diverges at =c. Above the critical
point, a pair of doublets appears again. Far above the critical
point, the photonic branch peaks approach detunings deter-
mined by the cavity mode resonance frequency,  ±
= ±1, and linewidths full width at half maximum FWHM
2
=0.4. The atomic branch peaks move linearly apart, fol-
lowing the increasing Rabi frequency in the presence of the
increasing mean intracavity field; they also become increas-
ingly sharp.
Note that the symmetry of the spectra is ensured by en-
ergy conservation and the fact that, due to the symmetrical
nature of the atom-cavity coupling, photon emissions from
the cavity can be associated with transitions to either lower
or higher internal energy states of the atom-cavity system.
2. Probe transmission spectrum
One may also examine the system by driving the cavity
mode with a weak laser field and measuring the intensity of
the coherent transmission as a function of laser frequency.
Such a measurement provides a rather direct probe of the
energy level structure of the atom-cavity system; only when
the laser frequency matches a system resonance would sub-
stantial transmission be expected.
Analytically, we treat the measurement by adding a driv-
ing term, Epe−ipt, to the equations of motion for aˆ and cˆ,
where Ep and p are the probe field amplitude and frequency.
Solving the equations of motion in frequency space as be-
fore, the coherent amplitude in transmission follows straight-
forwardly from the coefficient of −p in the solution for
a˜out
. The transmitted probe intensity is thus found to be
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T1,2p = 
2 
 − ip + 0p2 − 02/˜1,22 − 2i02˜1,2
 − ip − 0
 − ip + 0p2 − 02/˜1,22 + 4022˜1,2
2
, 59
with ˜1 and ˜2 defined by Eq. 58; the normalization is
such that the spectrum is a Lorentzian of width 2
 and unit
height when  is set to zero.
A series of probe transmission spectra are plotted in Fig.
8, where we choose values of coupling strength to corre-
spond to Fig. 7. The spectra contain two principal peaks, one
associated with the photonic and one with the atomic branch.
Their behavior as a function of  replicates the behavior
displayed by the fluorescence.
3. Homodyne spectra
Homodyne spectra measure the fluctuation variances in
frequency space of the output field quadrature amplitudes.
Quadrature operators are defined in time and frequency
space, respectively, as
Xˆ out, =
1
2 aˆoute
−i + aˆout
† ei , 60a
X˜ out, =
1
2 a˜oute
−i + a˜out
† − ei , 60b
where  is the quadrature phase. The normally ordered ho-
modyne spectrum, Sout,, is defined by the variance
35,37
:X˜ out,,X˜ out,:
 = Sout, +  , 61
which we compute from the input-output relation 42 and
solutions 44a and 45a for the intracavity fields. Note that
with the choice of normal ordering, the vacuum noise level
corresponds to Sout,=0, while perfect quantum noise re-
duction corresponds to Sout,=−1/4.
Numerical results for =0 and = /2 are presented in
Fig. 9. As the coupling strength approaches c, the phase
transition is signaled by a divergence of the quadrature am-
plitude flutuations at =0, similar to the behavior of the cav-
ity fluorescence Fig. 7. Nonetheless, there is an optimal  at
each , for which near-perfect noise reduction occurs in the
+ /2 quadrature at =0. Figure 10 plots the optimal
phase and corresponding minimum quadrature variance
across the threshold region. As →c, the optimal phase
approaches min=tan−1
 /+ /2.
Well above the critical point, the noise level returns to the
vacuum noise level at all frequencies, except close to the
atomic branch resonances at  ±0 / ˜. Here, significant
squeezing below the vacuum noise level is found for the 
=0 quadrature amplitude, with corresponding amplification
of the fluctuations at = /2. In fact, substantial squeezing of
the atomic branch resonances occurs also for c, as seen
from Fig. 9. Although the bandwidth of this squeezing be-
comes increasingly narrow as  increases, the noise reduc-
tion on resonance actually approaches 100%.
4. Output field squeezing and atom-field entanglement
For the parameter regime we have considered, the spectra
presented exhibit distinct features that can be identified with
either the photonic or atomic branches. The lower frequency
peaks are associated with the photonic branch, and the higher
frequency peaks with the atomic branch. The corresponding
photonic and atomic modes are formalized by a diagonaliza-
tion of Hamiltonians 26 and 30 via Bogoliubov transfor-
mations, as shown in 9 and outlined in the Appendix. If
these modes are well separated in frequency, and 
 is suffi-
ciently small, then one can also associate with them what are
essentially independent and uncorrelated output fields, aˆout
at t
and aˆout
ph t; hence, we can relate their quadrature variances to
the quadrature variances of linear combinations of the “bare”
internal atomic and cavity modes. In particular, in the normal
phase, we find that the EPR variance of Eq. 50 with 
= is approximately given by see the Appendix
2


:Xˆ out,
at
,Xˆ out,
at :
 + :Xˆ out,+/2
ph
,Xˆ out,+/2
ph :
 + 1, 62
where the output field quadrature variances are calculated
from integrals of the normally ordered homodyne spectrum
over appropriate frequency ranges, i.e.,
:Xˆ out,+/2
ph
,Xˆ out,+/2
ph :
 =
1
2ph Sout,+/2d ,
63a
:Xˆ out,
at
,Xˆ out,
at :
 =
1
2at Sout,d . 63b
If one then considers the homodyne spectra plotted for 
=0.4 and 0.49 in Fig. 9, qualitatively, these expressions al-
low entanglement to be inferred from the fact that Sout,0
exhibits squeezing i.e., is negative on the atomic branch
while Sout,/2 exhibits squeezing on the photonic branch.
Given the well-defined peaks and dips in the homodyne
spectra around =0,  /2, we estimate 62 by
Vest =
2


1
2Sout,0 Sout,d
+ 
Sout,+/20
Sout,+/2d + 1. 64
This quantity is plotted as a function of  in Fig. 11. For
c, it shows rather good agreement with the EPR vari-
ance plotted in Fig. 6; the agreement improves for decreasing
values of the decay rate 
. Above threshold, on the other
hand, Vest can only be regarded as a good measure of en-
tanglement when  is quite close to c. In the superradiant
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phase, the relationships between output field and internal
mode operators are more complicated compare Eqs. A6a,
A6b, A7a, and A7b and A13a, A13b, A14a,
A14b, A15, A16, A17a, and A17b, but entangle-
ment measures based on output field quadrature variances
can still be derived. The measures depend explicitly on ,
however, and cannot be directly related to the EPR variance
of Eq. 50, as was possible for the normal phase. Neverthe-
less, they do display a drop-off in the degree of entanglement
with increasing , consistent with that shown in Fig. 6.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a scheme for the realiza-
tion of an elementary atom-light interaction Hamiltonian—
the so-called Dicke Model—which should enable the obser-
vation and detailed study of a quantum phase transition
involving a collective atomic pseudospin and a single quan-
tized mode of the electromagnetic field. Although the optical
cavity-QED system considered is necessarily dissipative, due
to cavity loss, the dissipation is a positive feature providing a
window through which one can monitor the system using
standard quantum-optical measurement techniques. As we
have demonstrated, fluorescence, probe transmission, and
squeezing spectra all provide detailed information on the
varying energy level structure of the Dicke Hamiltonian and
exhibit striking behavior in the vicinity of the critical point.
We have focused, exclusively, on the thermodynamic
limit, with the number of atoms taken to infinity, where fluc-
tuations may be treated using a bosonic approximation for
the collective atomic spin and linearization about the semi-
classical steady state. Finite-size systems are a natural con-
sideration, both theoretically and experimentally, and are of
interest for examining scaling properties and deviations from
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the linearized model. Indeed, in a regime of strong-coupling
cavity QED see, for example, 47–49 it could be possible
to realize the critical regime of the Dicke model with just a
few atoms. In such a case, issues of quantum measurement
e.g., measurement backaction arise, providing a further in-
teresting avenue of investigation.
Finite-size systems and a full treatment of the Dicke
model without linearization are also of importance for study-
ing the role of quantum entanglement in the vicinity of the
phase transition. In the present paper, we touched only
briefly on this subject, demonstrating that variance-based
measures of atom-field entanglement can, in principle, be
determined from homodyne spectra of the cavity output field,
thus enabling entanglement to be “monitored.” The proposed
system clearly offers further exciting prospects for the study
of entanglement in a quantum-critical system. For example,
with additional light fields possibly including other cavity
modes one could envisage making independent measure-
ments on the atomic ensemble to complement those made on
the cavity field, enabling the explicit determination of corre-
lations and entanglement measures such as the EPR variance.
Separately addressable atomic subensembles coupled to the
same quantized cavity mode would also allow the measure-
ment of entanglement between different “blocks” of spins
44.
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APPENDIX: NORMAL MODES AND ENTANGLEMENT
CRITERIA
1. Normal phase
The normal-phase Hamiltonian 26 can be diagonalized
in the form omitting constant terms
Hˆ 1 = ph
1Aˆ †Aˆ + at
1Bˆ †Bˆ , A1
where ph
1 and at
1 are the normal mode frequencies,
with respective normal mode operators 9
Aˆ = 12 20ph
1−1/2ph
1
− 0aˆ† − bˆ† + ph
1 + 0aˆ − bˆ  ,
A2a
Bˆ = 12 20at
1−1/2at
1
− 0aˆ† + bˆ† + at
1 + 0aˆ + bˆ  ,
A2b
where =0 has been assumed. The inverse relationship for
the cavity mode operator aˆ is
aˆ =
1
2 20ph
1−1/20 − ph
1Aˆ † + 0 + ph
1Aˆ 
+ 20at
1−1/20 − at
1Bˆ † + 0 + at
1Bˆ  .
A3
If the normal modes are well separated in frequency with
linewidths much smaller than their separation, within the
bandwidth of the photonic mode the cavity mode contribu-
tion to the output field Eq. 42 may be written as
aˆ  12 20ph
1−1/20 − ph
1Aˆ † + 0 + ph
1Aˆ  ,
A4
and within the bandwidth of the atomic mode as
aˆ  12 20at
1−1/20 − at
1Bˆ † + 0 + at
1Bˆ  .
A5
Using these approximations, the input-output relation 42,
and Eqs. A2a and A2b, one may derive approximate ex-
pressions for the output field quadrature operators in the
specified frequency regions in terms of “bare” cavity and
atomic mode operators,
Xˆ out,
ph 
2
Xˆ a − Xˆ b
2
− Xˆ in,
ph
, A6a
Xˆ out,
at 
2
Xˆ a + Xˆ b
2
− Xˆ in,
at
. A6b
It follows that, in the normal phase, the normally ordered
output field variances can be directly related to the internal
mode EPR variances 35,
:Xˆ out,
ph
,Xˆ out,
ph :
 


2
:Xˆ a

− Xˆ b

,Xˆ a

− Xˆ b
:
 , A7a
:Xˆ out,
at
,Xˆ out,
at :
 


2
:Xˆ a
 + Xˆ b

,Xˆ a
 + Xˆ b
:
 , A7b
where a vacuum field input has been assumed. Then, adopt-
ing the entanglement criterion from 45, entanglement be-
tween the cavity and atomic modes can be inferred whenever
the inequality
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:Xˆ out,
at
,Xˆ out,
at :
 + :Xˆ out,+/2
ph
,Xˆ out,+/2
ph :
 0 A8
is satisfied.
2. Superradiant phase
The superradiant-phase Hamiltonian 30 can be diagonal-
ized in similar fashion in the form omitting constant terms
Hˆ 2 = ph
2Cˆ †Cˆ + at
2Dˆ †Dˆ , A9
where ph
2
and at
2
are the above threshold normal mode
frequencies for linearization around either of the above
threshold steady states, and the respective normal mode op-
erators are given by the somewhat more complicated expres-
sions 9
Cˆ =
1
2 cos 20ph2 ph2 − 0cˆ† + ph2 + 0cˆ
−
sin 2
˜0ph2
ph
2
− ˜0dˆ† + ph
2 + ˜0dˆ  ,
A10a
Dˆ =
1
2 sin 20at2 at2 − 0cˆ† + at2 + 0cˆ
+
cos 2
˜0at2
at
2
− ˜0dˆ† + at
2 + ˜0dˆ  ,
A10b
with
tan22 = 2˜21 − ˜2−1, A11
˜0 =
01 + ˜−1
2
, A12
where, once again, the resonance condition =0 has been
assumed. These expressions do not allow for as simple a
relationship between output field and internal mode quadra-
ture variances to be written down. Nevertheless, following
the same arguments as before, one can write
Xˆ out,
ph  2
Xˆ cd − Xˆ in,ph , A13a
Xˆ out,
at  2
Yˆ cd − Xˆ in,at , A13b
where
Xˆ cd

= cos22Xˆ c

− cos2sin2cos 0
˜0
Xˆ d
=0
+ sin ˜0
0
Xˆ d
=/2 , A14a
Yˆ cd

= sin22Xˆ c
 + cos2sin2cos 0
˜0
Xˆ d
=0
+ sin ˜0
0
Xˆ d
=/2 . A14b
For these more complicated linear superpositions of the in-
ternal mode operators, it is still possible to derive insepara-
bility criteria based on their variances. In particular, follow-
ing 46 one can show that a sufficient condition for the
inseparability of the system state is given by
V1 
Xˆ cd
+/22
 + Yˆ cd
 2

cos22sin22
 1, A15
or in stronger form
V2 
Xˆ cd
+/22
Yˆ cd
 2

1
4
cos42sin42
 1. A16
The required variances can be deduced from the normally
ordered photonic and atomic output field quadrature vari-
ances by inverting the relations
:Xˆ out,+/2
ph
,Xˆ out,+/2
ph :
  2
Xˆ cd+/22
 − 14cos42
+ cos22sin220
˜0
sin2 
+
˜0
0
cos2  , A17a
and
:Xˆ out,
at
,Xˆ out,
at :
  2
Yˆ cd 2
 − 14sin42
+ cos22sin220
˜0
cos2 
+
˜0
0
sin2  . A17b
Numerical examples of V1 and V2 versus  are shown in Fig.
12. The output field quadrature variances used were com-
puted via numerical integration of the homodyne spectra
from Sec. IV E 4. The computed V1 and V2 display a decay
in the degree of entanglement with increasing , consistent
with the internal mode EPR variance of Fig. 6.
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